Abstract: During the last 20 years, predictive modeling in epilepsy research has largely been concerned with the prediction of seizure events, whereas the inference of effective brain targets for resective surgery has received surprisingly little attention. In this exploratory pilot study, we describe a distributional clustering framework for the modeling of multivariate time series and use it to predict the effects of brain surgery in epilepsy patients. By analyzing the intracranial EEG, we demonstrate how patients who became seizure free after surgery are clearly distinguished from those who did not. More specifically, for 5 out of 7 patients who obtained seizure freedom (5 Engel class I) our method predicts the specific collection of brain areas that got actually resected during surgery to yield a markedly lower posterior probability for the seizure related clusters, when compared to the resection of random or empty collections. Conversely, for 4 out of 5 Engel class III/IV patients who still suffer from postsurgical seizures, performance of the actually resected collection is not significantly better than performances displayed by random or empty collections. As the number of possible collections ranges into billions and more, this is a substantial contribution to a problem that today is still solved by visual EEG inspection. Apart from epilepsy research, our clustering methodology is also of general interest for the analysis of multivariate time series and as a generative model for temporally evolving functional networks in the neurosciences and beyond. Hum Brain Mapp 38:2509-2531, 2017.
INTRODUCTION
The main goal of epilepsy treatment is the achievement of persistent freedom from seizures. Notwithstanding the wide range of therapies, which in most cases are primarily based on medication, seizure freedom is still not achieved in around 20-30% of all patients [Cascino, 2008] . When a patient is revealed to suffer from a drug-resistant epilepsy [Kwan et al., 2010] surgical treatment options should be considered. To this end, the "epileptogenic zone" has to be determined, which has been defined as the minimal amount of brain tissue that results in seizure freedom if resected [L€ uders, 2006; Rosenow and L€ uders, 2001] . However, there is currently no method that is able to directly and unequivocally identify the epileptogenic zone [H€ oller et al., 2015; Rosenow and L€ uders, 2001] and in practice the seizure onset zone (SOZ) is often used as a substitute. Reliable SOZ markers are electrode channels displaying high frequency oscillations (HFO), both ictally and interictally [Malinowska et al., 2015; Modur et al., 2011] . However, even HFOs are neither sufficient for an unambiguous characterization of the SOZ nor is removal of their generating brain areas guaranteed to stop seizures from occurring [H€ oller et al., 2015] . Hence, there is growing interest in the computational analysis of intracranially recorded EEG (iEEG) time series, in an attempt to find abstract, mathematical quantities as "markers" of ictogenicity. In this study however we follow an alternative machine learning approach, which heads directly for a probabilistic model of iEEG time series and is used to predict the effects of resective surgery. Thus, we attempt to leave the purely descriptive level that is implied by previous "marker-based" approaches.
In recent years, functional brain networks [Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010] have become a standard tool for analyzing epileptiform EEG time series [Bialonski and Lehnertz, 2013; Engel et al., 2013; Kramer et al., 2008 Kramer et al., , 2010 Ponten et al., 2007; Richardson, 2012; Rummel et al., 2015; Schindler et al., 2008; van Diessen et al., 2013; Wilke et al., 2011; Zubler et al., 2015] (see also [Steimer et al., 2015] for a more detailed review of the related literature). Based on pairwise dependency measures, networks are constructed by establishing (weighted) edges between pairs of signals, which are represented by the nodes of a network. Strength of the edges is either directly derived from the dependency measure or, as an alternative, the measure is thresholded to yield binary values {0, 1}, indicating the absence/presence of an edge. The thus constructed networks may then be analyzed by a variety of graph measures, which either characterize individual nodes (signals) or the network structure as a whole. Functional brain networks have been used extensively to characterize network structures during seizures (see, e.g., [Kramer et al., 2008 [Kramer et al., , 2010 Schindler et al., 2008] ), as well as to identify critical nodes as potential targets for surgical interventions Wilke et al., 2011; Zubler et al., 2015] . In [Kramer et al., 2010] for example it was shown that brain networks become more fragmented at seizure onset, such that the network topology decays into a large ensemble of sparsely inter-but densely intraconnected subnetworks (modules), which is then followed by only a small number of modules toward seizure end. These findings are also consistent with the Uprofile of global synchronizability during seizure evolution [Schindler et al., 2007 [Schindler et al., , 2008 . On the other hand, Zubler et al. [2015] have shown ictogenic nodes to be more likely to become "hubs" of the network, that is, central nodes that mediate a large number of connection paths between node pairs. A suitable measure of "hubness" may thus highlight the ictogenicity of a given node. Along similar lines Rummel et al. have found nodes of salient strength (i.e., summed edge weights) to be more strongly associated with the set of nodes that got actually surgically removed in patients with favorable postsurgical outcome, when compared to patients with no worthwhile improvement after surgery.
Despite these achievements, a fundamental limitation of the functional networks approach is its inherently descriptive nature; properties of a given time series may be described, but the approach does not allow for predictions if the time series is modified in distinct ways. For example, if some subset of the series are clamped to constant values-or modulated in any other predefined way-it is meaningless to apply node measures to the modulated nodes, as these nodes, due to their constancy, become essentially isolated from the rest of the network. Measures of network structure could be an alternative in this case [Fornito et al., 2015] , but we still do not have measures that unambiguously and reliably characterize epileptic brains. Furthermore, even if we were provided by such measures, the lack of modeling temporal dynamics in the standard functional networks approach does not permit predictions for future time points, where no information about the time series is available. Finally, the vast majority of dependency measures that are used to construct networks are based on pairwise dependencies and thus do not capture statistical dependencies of higher order.
In this article, we pursue a radically different approach, the foundations of which have been laid by our previous study [Steimer et al., 2015] . The idea is to derive probabilistic clustering models for multivariate, peri-ictal iEEG time series, which-after some learning procedure-permit predictions about the ictal (seizure) state under controlled modulation. More concretely, we show how the simulated resection of those brain areas that got actually resected during brain surgery and have thus rendered the patient seizure free (5 class I in the Engel classification scheme [Engel et al., 1993] ), is predicted to indeed stabilize the preictal and prevent the ictal state. In other words, the ictal state is predicted to become less likely by simulating the resection of the actually resected channels. Likewise, for class III/IV patients who continue to have seizures after surgery our model confirmed the inefficiency of the actually resected channels to stop a developing seizure. While in the literature there have been a few computational studies dealing with the estimation of suitable targets for resective surgery or other seizure abatement strategies [Hutchings et al., 2015; Sinha et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2015] , the present study is the first to our knowledge that uses predictive modeling for that purpose, which provides the possibility to judge a set of virtually resected channels collectively (with respect to the sets potential to stop seizures from occurring), rather than each of the channels separately. from postsurgical seizures. The section ends with a population summary across the whole patient database of Table III . to the CTSO. This can be seen in the second panel by the corresponding abrupt change in cluster memberships, that is, the abrupt redistribution of posterior probability mass toward the ictal centroids C ict 5f4; 5; 6g at 223 s. Note that none of the channels has been resected in this case and that the whole seizure data was used as observational input into the Markov chain. Hence, such a redistribution of probability mass toward ictal centroids is to be expected, as we just witness the default development of the seizure. Note also that the model is able to detect the small burst of epileptiform activity in the top panel shortly after n ict -the clinically determined seizure onset (Materials and Methods, Dichotomization of the Centroid Distributions into Preictal and Ictal Subsets section)-as expressed by a corresponding brief "burst" of posterior mass pðz n 56jp 1 ; . . . ; p N Þ. However, since the preictal centroid indices C pre 5f1; 2; 3g are reactivated thereafter over fairly long periods, the burst does not signify the CTSO, which thus occurs around 40 s later (see Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution section). In a second simulation run, we stopped feeding input into the model after the CTSO and computed the resulting posterior memberships (third panel). Again, an abrupt increase in the membership probability pðz n 2 C ict jp 1 ; . . . ; p nctso Þ could be observed for future time points n ! n ctso , which-contrary to the case of full observation-then declined slowly toward the end of the simulation.
The question is now, what the models predictions are for some random and the true resection protocol. If the model indeed captures some key features of the iEEG time series and as Patient 2 became seizure free after surgery, we expect a decrease in probability mass of the ictal centroids after n ctso in comparison to the no resection protocol. On the other hand, some random resection is not expected to improve much on the situation in this case. Indeed, as panel four shows, the given random resection did not change the picture provided by the no resection protocol, although a more dynamical trading of probability mass within the set of preictal, centroid indices {1, 2, 3} occurred during the preictal period. Also, the burst in pðz n 56jp 1 ; . . . ;p nctso Þ was slightly prolonged and an additional such burst could be observed around 210 s. In contrast, when the set of truly resected channels had been chosen (fifth panel), pðz n 2 C ict j p 1 ; . . . ;p nctso Þ was substantially decreased for n ! n ctso and the preictal states C pre were thus stabilized. This latter aspect is appreciated best when concentrating on the posterior mass for centroid 3.
All in all Figure 1 suggests that the distributional clustering model is capable of extracting key features behind epileptic iEEG time series and hence predicts substantially different outcomes for the different resection protocols; on the one hand, the no and random resection protocols are unable to stop the developing seizure, as witnessed by the abruptly increasing probability mass for the ictal centroids after n ctso . The true resection protocol in contrast greatly diminishes this mass and thus stabilizes the preictal state.
To see whether this marked performance discrepancy between a random and the true set of resected channels is a general result, we performed a Monte-Carlo analysis consisting of 300 trials, where during each such trial a new random set of resected channels was chosen and evaluated in performance (for visual clarity only 300 from 3,000 total trials are illustrated in the following, cf., Materials and Methods, Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution section). Figure 2a ,b shows the result; for small delays, that is, small intervals between the CTSO and the time when the posterior is evaluated, there is a huge gap in performance between typical random resections and the true resection. For very large delays, this gap is expected to converge to zero, as after the CTSO no observational input is applied to the Markov chain, which thus in the long run becomes stationary and independent of inputs from the distant past. Note also the highly multimodal nature of the data, which can been appreciated by the almost conflated 25% and 75% percentiles, together with the large number of outliers (% 20%). Importantly Posterior membership probabilities induced by the empty, a random and the true set of resected channels for a class I patient. Shown are the (color coded) periictal dynamics of the posterior for Patient 2. In case of proper functioning of the model, a distinct redistribution pattern of probability mass is expected after the computational time of seizure onset (CTSO), for each of the considered resection paradigms (empty, random and true). Top panel: Peri-ictal iEEG time series of patient no. 2. CTSO corresponds to 223 s, seizure end is at 276 s. Truly resected channels are depicted in red, channels belonging to a random set of resected channels are depicted in orange, the remaining channels in blue. Both channel sets are of size 11 and their resection was simulated in separate runs. Second panel: Time course of the posterior membership probabilities pðz n jp 1 ; . . . ; p N Þ after learning of the K 5 6 cluster centroids indexed along the y-axis on the right. The set of ictal centroid vectors is given by C ict 5f4; 5; 6g. Membership probabilities are displayed for each time window, for which the x-axis gives the ending time in seconds. Note the redistribution of probability mass toward C ict after n ctso . Third panel: Time course of the membership probabilities pðz n jp 1 ; . . . ; p nctso Þ. In contrast to the second panel, a discretized version of the data in the top panel was applied only up and until n ctso5 223s, later time points were computed exclusively from the Markovian dynamics of z n . Note the redistribution of probability mass toward C ict after n ctso . Fourth panel: Time course of the membership probabilities pðz n jp 1 ; . . . ;p nctso Þ, for a random selection of resected channels. Again, probability mass is redistributed toward C ict after n ctso . Fifth panel: Time course of the membership probabilities pðz n jp 1 ; . . . ;p nctso Þ, for the set of truly resected channels. This time no redistribution toward C ict takes place. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] however, in none of the random trials the posterior performance was any better than that of the truly resected channels. This result is stable, that is, irrespective of delay.
We conclude that, among 300 random resections, the distributional clustering model is indeed capable of singling out the true resection protocol as particularly effective for preventing a developing seizure. Given the vast number of possibilities for randomly selecting 11 out of 42 channels (5 42 11 % 4:3 Á 10 9 ) and the fact that Patient 2 is of class I, this is a remarkable result that shows twofoldthe extended experience of the attending epileptologist and the models predictive accuracy. Monte-Carlo analysis of ictal membership probabilities pðz n 2 C ict j p 1 ; . . . ;p nmax Þ under repeated random resection for Patients 2 and 5. Shown is, for 300 simulated, random resections, the posterior evaluated at distinct time points (delays) after the CTSO. The single random resection results of Figures 1 and 3 are thus expected to generalize. (a) Definition of delay o :¼ n2n ctso as the interval between the CTSO and some later time point n, when the posterior ictal membership probability is evaluated (arbitrary illustration example). (b) Boxplots of the posterior ictal membership probabilities pðz n 2 C ict jp 1 ; . . . ;p nmax Þ obtained from the 300 trials in Patient 2 (class I). x-axis gives the delay o in seconds and y-axis the corresponding pðz n 2 C ict jp 1 ; . . . ;p nmax Þ as boxplots. Orange crosses denote outliers, defined as values larger than q 3 11:5ðq 3 2q 1 Þ, where q 1=3 are the 25% and 75% percentiles. Performances of the truly resected channels are depicted as red dots. For each resection the optimal value for n max was chosen, that is, the n max yielding the smallest posterior pðz n 2 C ict jp 1 ; . . . ;p nmax Þ) across the set n max 2 fn ctso 1i j i50; . . . ; 4g. Note the superior performance induced by the true resection protocol when compared to random resections. Patient 2 we here do not expect the true resection protocol to be particularly effective for preventing the seizure, and indeed, our simulations display no signs of improvement for it in comparison to random resections. On the contrary, performance of the truly resected channels resides on the brink of the upper quartile and is thus worse compared to To see if the suggested pattern constitutes indeed a general result, we applied Monte-Carlo analysis to all of our patients. Figure 4 gives a summary of results for class I based on the full set of random resection trials (Materials and Methods, Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution section). However, in contrast to Figure 2 we now evaluate more robust measures for each resection protocol, by reporting its dynamical outcome defined as the averaged, future membership probability may be deemed misclassified cases, as despite being class I the truly resected channels improve their dynamical outcome only by irrelevant amounts (7 Á 10 24 and 0.059, respectively, which corresponds to the difference in height between the blue and the red dots). In the remaining five patient cases however these differences range between 0.41 (pat. 9) and 0.95 (pat. 4). If performance is measured in relative terms, that is, with respect to random resections, only Patient 7 is misclassified, by having a dynamical outcome that is smaller than only an insignificant fraction of random resection trials (at the Bonferroni corrected 2.5% significance level, see Materials and Methods Statistical Hypothesis Test for Assessing the Chance Level of Actual Resection Protocols section). In the remaining six cases, dynamical outcomes fell below that level. However, even for Patient 7 the truly resected channels perform better than % 96% of the random resection trials.
This stands in marked contrast to the performances displayed by class III/IV patients, as can be appreciated from Figure 5 . In this case, the largest differences in dynamical outcome are f23 Á 10 24 ; 0:39; 2:6 Á 10 23 ; 0:09; 3:2 Á 10 23 g for patients f21; 8; 5; 18; NPg respectively. Hence, only Patient 8 must be deemed a misclassification, since-as a class III/ IV patient-his performance ð0:39Þ lies close to the lower brink ð0:41Þ of the class I performances and he must thus be placed in the "success" category represented by the class I patients. Measuring performance in relative terms does not change the picture, as Patient 8 has a p-value of zero and all other class III/IV patients yield highly insignificant performance values.
To get an unified picture of the differences between class I and III/IV patients, we pooled the performances of all random resection protocols from all patients of the same class and compared them to the performances of the patients true resection protocols. In total, this amounts to 18,000 and 17,851 random resection trials for class I and III/IV, respectively (see Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution section). This way the utility of our distributional clustering method may be judged on a more patient independent population level. Figure 6 shows a histogram of these data when dynamical outcome performance is normalized to become which quantifies the relative degree of improvement caused by some random (hp nmax rnd;Cict i) versus the no resection protocol (hp nmax no;Cict i). Unlike our previous figures where the results for n ctso and n 1 were kept separated, we here gave each protocol its best chance to "prove itself" by pooling only the protocols best performance amongst all n max 2 fn1i j n5n ctso ; n 1 ; i50; 1; . . . ; 4g. It is apparent from the figure that for class I patients the normalized, true resection performances (red dots) are much higher than Monte-Carlo analysis of dynamical outcome hp nmax Cict i under repeated random resections for all class I patients. Shown are the index of the random resection trials (x-axis) versus the sorted dynamical outcome values hp nmax Cict i (y-axis) for each class I patient. Sorting is in ascending order. For each resection, the two instantiations n max 2 n ctso ; n 1 were tested (columns separated by gray, dashed lines). Red dots give outcome of the truly resected channels, blue dots outcome in the absence of any resections. Braces and asterisks denote cases, where performance of the truly resected channels is significantly different from performance under random resections (at the 2.5% level, with the indicated p-value denoting the smaller of the two p-values at n ctso and n 1 , see Statistical Hypothesis Test for Assessing the Chance Level of Actual Resection Protocols section. The degenerated cases of n 1 for Patients 4, 9, and 10 were labeled as insignificant). Horizontal, dashed red/blue lines graphically illustrate these p-values as the length fraction of red ink versus total length of the line (red sublines are hardly visible in many cases). The red/blue lines were placed in the plots corresponding to the indicated p-values. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] typical values of either the class I (green histogram) or III/ IV (blue histogram) random resection distributions, which both possess a dominant peak at performance values close to zero. Indeed, the true resection performances for class I are highly unlikely to follow any of these distributions (P59 Á 10 24 and P 5 0.0015, respectively, for class I and III/IV random resection distributions, 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Moreover, as Patient 6 is the only class I example whose performance improves across a wide range of random resections (cf., Fig. 4 ), he is solely responsible for the slightly increased frequencies at high performance values of the pooled class I resections and may thus bias our population assessment. Hence, we have also pooled the class I resections by leaving out Patient 6 (red histogram), which further decreases the p-value (P56:8 Á 10 25 ). In contrast, true resection performances of the class III/ IV patients (blue dots) cluster around the peak at small values of the random resection histogram, with the sole exception of Patient 8 as expected (cf., Fig. 5 ). Therefore, the null hypothesis of the class III/IV true resection performances to follow any of the two (all patient) random resection distributions is not rejected at the 5% significance level (P 5 0.13 and P 5 0.41 for the green and blue histogram respectively). These results hold true notwithstanding outlier Patient 8, who displays a remarkably high performance comparable to a class I member. Leaving out the random resections of Patient 6, however, renders the null hypothesis rejected at the 5% level (P 5 0.048), but only before Bonferroni correction by a factor of 3 or 6 is applied (note that due to their small p-values the class I performances remain significant after such correction). All in all, for class I patients the null hypothesis is rejected for all three random resection distributions, neither of which however is rejected for class III/IV patients, when Bonferroni correction is assumed.
To summarize this section, we have shown that our dynamic clustering model is capable of qualitatively reproducing the outcome after true channel resection in 5 or 6 of 7 class I patients. Outcome performance was determined based on the posterior membership probability of the set of ictal centroids, which-for class I patientsshould become low in case of true channel resection, when compared to random or no resection at all. Depending on whether performance was measured in absolute or relative terms, a different subset of the class I patients had to be considered as misclassified (either {1, 7} or {7}). That is, our model was unable in these cases to single out the set of truly resected channels as particularly effective for stopping the developing seizure. Conversely, for class III/IV patients the model confirmed in four of five cases (except Patient 8) the insufficiency of the truly resected channels to stop the seizure-both in absolute and relative terms. This picture of separated outcome performances for class I and III/IV patients persisted when the clustering results were considered from a more holistic perspective, that is, after pooling the true and random resection performances across all patients. Note that the inferior performances displayed by the class III/IV patients-both in reality and the model-might in part be explained by systematic differences in electrode setup, as for class III/IV we have found significantly lower values for the fraction of resected channels (see Table III ). Note also that, for the following reason, our findings for class I patients can hardly be explained by chance or overfitting: Imagine a predictive model with random parameterization (i.e., a Markov chain with random transition probabilities together with random distributional centroids) that does not capture any structural information behind a given time series. Given the vast number of possible channel resection protocols, the chances of hitting a model, that still singles out the true resection protocol as particularly effective for suppressing a developing seizure, are extremely low. Therefore, a model which predicts just that is very unlikely to not grasp structural information behind the time series. For class III/IV patients in contrast, interpretation of results is not as conclusive; a failure to single out the true resection protocol could either be a reflection of reality, that is, the inability of the true protocol to stop the seizure, or be due to the models insufficiency to grasp crucial features of the time series.
Improving the Dynamical Outcome of a Class III/ IV Patient by a Distributional Clustering Solution
As for class III/IV patients resection of the truly resected channels did not stop seizures from reoccurring, it would be interesting to see if our model identifies any channel sets as better targets for resection. Therefore, we here apply a brute-force search across all possible channel resections for one feasible class III/IV case. Ideally we would like to obtain dynamical outcome performances for all possible channel resections, however as the number of possible resections increases exponentially with the number of channels and is thus computationally prohibitive, we restrict ourselves to all pairwise channel resections in Patient 5, given that the set of truly resected channels for this patient is also of size two. This way a fair comparison is achieved, between the pair of truly resected channels and all other, possible pairs. Figure 7a shows the (log)-histogram of dynamical outcome values for all possible, pairwise resections in Patient 5, after optimization across the set n max 2 fn ctso 1i j i50; 1; . . . ; 4g (cf., panel n ctso in Fig. 5 ). The highly multimodal distribution displays a marked segregation between two performance regimes, separated by a region devoid of any values around hp nmax Cict i50:3. While the majority of resections bring no considerable improvement (right regime, % 90%), the ones in the left regime do. All resections on the left lead to a considerable decrease in dynamical outcome and thus stabilize the preictal states compared to the cases of no and actual resection. When we count for each channel the frequency of occurrence in these 174510% of better performing channel combinations, we get the histogram of Figure 7b . Looking at this distribution of channel occurrences, it becomes very clear that the performance of a resection combination mainly depends on the presence of only three channels: 1, 2 and 38. In all but five combinations of the left regime at least one of these three channels was present, whereas in four of the remaining five combinations-which were the worst performing in the left regime-either of the neighboring channels 37 or 39 belonging to the same electrode stripe was present. Combining these three channels in groups of two gives the performances and ranks as displayed in Table I . Two of these three channels combined (1 and 38) also provide the best performance for this setup.
To summarize this section, for class III/IV Patient 5 we could reveal by simulation that three distinct channels might be highly effective in rendering the ictal state less likely. Practically all pairwise combinations bringing a considerable improvement in dynamical outcome contained at least one of those crucial channels. In the best performing cases, our model predicts an almost complete stabilization of the preictal states. This opens the question if that patient would really have experienced a reduction in seizure frequency after a corresponding surgery. Interestingly, the three effective channels (1, 2, and 38) would have all been resectable, as they were not located in eloquent regions of cortex. However, two different craniotomies would have been necessary, at least for combinations involving channel 38, which is not adjacent to Channels 1 and 2. Thus, in these cases other techniques than classic resective surgery might be invoked in the future, such as thermocoagulation [Cossu et al., 2015] , which is applied using the very same depth electrodes also used for iEEG recordings (and for functional brain mapping if needed).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Summary
In this study, we have validated a dynamic, soft clustering approach for multivariate time series that allows for predictive modeling. We have demonstrated this by the models ability to predict the outcomes of (virtual) resection surgeries in epileptic brains. More concretely, the posterior probability of those cluster centroids was assessed, which-prior to resection-had been automatically classified as representatives of the seizure state. Consequently this probability was used as an outcome performance measure (called the dynamical outcome). In total, for 9 out of 12 patients we found a gap in dynamical outcome that was consistent with the patients Engel class, when the outcomes of random or no resection protocols were compared to the outcome of the true resection protocol; class I patients Table III ). Moreover, for a specific class III/IV patient we have demonstrated how the presented methodology may be used to improve existing resection protocols.
Relationship to Other Works
Our study is not the first where virtual resection protocols or seizure abatement strategies have been evaluated in silico. In the former context and despite methodological shortcomings (see introduction), virtual resections have been tested based on standard functional networks in a very recent study [Khambhati et al., 2016] . Moreover, two studies combined phenomenological models of neuronal population dynamics with either anatomical [Hutchings et al., 2015] or EEG derived functional network connectivity [Sinha et al., 2014] . Using the anatomical methodology, the effects of seizure abatement through stimulation as well as lesions in a non-epileptic context [Honey and Sporns, 2008] have also been examined. Note that the incorporation of neuronal population dynamics poses a conceptual departure from the standard functional networks approach, as the former models allow for the assessment of dynamical influences of a given resection protocol.
Several problems, however, are associated with the published methodologies; first, in [Hutchings et al., 2015; Sinha et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2015 ] the population models are based on detailed assumptions about the spatio-temporal dependencies of the modeled set of time series, a problem we have circumvented here by considering the temporal dynamics of the joint amplitude distribution only, which explicitly disregards dynamics within time windows. In particular, the assumed connectivity is static in these models, whereas our model allows for dynamical switchings in functional connectivity as induced by the switching of posterior mass for the individual centroid distributions (cf., [Steimer et al., 2015] ). Second, performance of a given resection protocol in the virtual resection approaches of [Hutchings et al., 2015; Sinha et al., 2014] is measured based on the transition (or escape) time of each node from a nonictal to the ictal state. As the model is set up such that these transitions may occur also in healthy controls, it seems to miss some crucial seizure prevention mechanism [Hutchings et al., 2015] . Directly related to this aspect however is the most important shortcoming of these models: their footing on node measures which, for a given resection protocol, deliver performance values only for each node individually and not for the ensemble of resected nodes as a whole. The reason for this is a lack of an undisputed, model-inherent definition of what constitutes a collective, ictal statewhich is distinct from our clustering approach where, for each time window, the distributional centroids judge the joint distribution of all channels (nodes) collectively (based on an automated procedure for classifying markedly different centroids as either ictal and preictal (see Materials and Methods Dichotomization of the Centroid Distributions into Preictal and Ictal Subsets section)). This illustrates a clear advantage provided by trainable, probabilistic models.
While only a limited number of such models has been devised in the context of epileptiform iEEG time series [Steimer et al., 2015] . "NP" refers to a new patient that was not included that study. Number of resected electrode channels between Engel class I and III/IV patients was significantly different at the 5% level, whereas number of electrode channels was not (P 5 0.001 and P 5 0.059 resp., permutation test [Permutation Tests for the Patient Data of Table III section]). Fraction of resected electrode channels was significantly different at the 5% level (P 5 0.010, twosample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; P 5 0.009, permutation test).
anyway [Direito et al., 2012; Santaniello et al., 2011; Varotto et al., 2012; Wulsin et al., 2013] , the approaches by [Direito et al., 2012; Santaniello et al., 2011] are not suited for drawing inferences about specific resection protocols as they were considered in the present study. The works of [Varotto et al., 2012; Wulsin et al., 2013] in contrast may allow for this, however the authors did not consider utilizing their model for simulating the effects of resection. Furthermore, the multivariate autoregressive model used by [Varotto et al., 2012 ] is restricted to linear interactions between the channels and its model complexity cannot be chosen independently from the sampling rate, as the number of parameters the model uses is proportional to D 2 S, where D is the number of channels and S the sampling rate. In our model, however, the only effect of an increased sampling rate is a more refined estimate of the underlying empirical distribution, leaving model complexity unaffected. This illustrates again the advantages given by a distributional clustering approach that models only the temporal evolution of dynamical regimes (which are allowed to change for each window), while being oblivious to the dynamics that constitute a regime. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first, where predictive modeling was used for assessing the collective effects of surgical resection protocols, while avoiding the aforementioned problems.
Apart from epilepsy research, moreover, our proposed clustering methodology is applicable also to EEG analyzes from other domains of science-such as sleep research and psychophysics-and even to general multivariate time series. Note also that the approach is a spatio-temporal generalization of the mere spatial probabilistic model we have examined before (a single Chow-Liu tree) and for which we have shown how to derive functional brain networks from it [Steimer et al., 2015] . Thus, in the more general setup considered here, where each cluster centroid corresponds to a specific member of a collection of ChowLiu trees, the trees and Markov chain parameters together may serve as a generative model for temporally evolving functional networks, which thus poses a solution to one of the most important challenges in the domain of functional brain networks [Stam et al., 2014] .
Model Limitations and Possible Improvements
Despite its capabilities our approach leaves some space for improvement to obtain even more realistic models. For the sake of simplicity and restriction of computational load, we have used for each patient the same settings of (meta)-parameters during the clustering procedure. More concretely, the number of centroids K, the inverse temperature b and the windowing parameters W; DW were identical across all patients (see Distributional Clustering of the Multivariate iEEG Data section). It is well-known however that parameters such as K and b affect the generalization capability of some clustering model [Buhmann and Held, 2000; Still and Bialek, 2004] . Hence, we are currently in the process of applying recent solutions to this problem to our clustering model, such as approximation set coding [Buhmann, 2010] or the minimum transfer cost principle [Frank et al., 2011] , which are expected to yield even more accurate predictions. Likewise one may also consider a more refined class M of probabilistic models from which cluster centroids are chosen, although the adequacy of Chow-Liu trees-which were considered in this study-for modeling epileptiform iEEG time series has been shown recently [Steimer et al., 2015] .
Potential Applications of the Model in the Context of Epilepsy Treatment
Having decided on a specific, predictive clustering methodology opens up a wide range of applications in epilepsy prognostication. As we have shown here, clustering can obviously be used to assess the efficacy of distinct and clinically preselected channel resections. However, as our results on brute-force analysis show, search methods may find interesting channel combinations that, due to the network etiology of epilepsy (see Introduction section), evade the view of even experienced epileptologists. While many epileptologists are successful in searching electrode channels for suspicious patterns-such as spike-waves or low amplitude, fast oscillations-some forms of epileptic seizures may evade such a simplistic, univariate view and may only be understood in multivariate terms as a complex interaction of many subparts of the epileptic brain [Singh et al., 2015] . In such cases, human iEEG parsing capability is easily stretched to its limits if tens of subparts (channels) are involved in the generation of seizures, while computational methods, such as the clustering procedure presented in this study, may provide a remedy here. On the other hand, computational modeling also offers more efficient search methods than brute-force, which may thus be used for the automated finding of effective channel resections. Therefore, we have plans to devise search methods-such as genetic algorithms-for this task in the future.
Intimately related to this issue is the problem of finding alternative channel combinations if the area determined for resection is located in the patients eloquent cortex. This is a frequent problem in epilepsy treatment that may also be remedied by our clustering methodology, either presurgically, that is, by providing a whole set of precomputed alternative channel combinations, or by the in situ computation of such alternatives.
Another potential application is concerned with the relief of hardship the patient has to endure during presurgical data acquisition. The time series we have used in this study to train clustering models-and which have also been used for clinical assessment-contained exactly one seizure per patient during presurgical evaluation. Obviously such seizures are debilitating events that affect the patient physically and emotionally. Furthermore, to provoke seizures, anti-epileptic medication has to be r Steimer et al. r r 2522 r suspended during the presurgical evaluation period, which may distort the actual iEEG dynamics that manifest themselves in the patients postsurgical, daily life, where he is supplied again with medication. For these reasons, it is desirable to avoid seizures, to sustain anti-epileptic medication and thus to analyze the interictal iEEG during presurgical evaluation, that is, the iEEG data recorded between but not during seizures. Although direct evidence is missing, the proposed clustering methodology might be well suited for this task, which is why its application to interictal data is amongst our immediate next working steps.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The results presented in Results section were obtained after conducting a variety of preprocessing and analysis methods, whose input/output dependency structure is graphically summarized in Figure 8 .
For 12 pharmacoresistant epilepsy patients (Patient and Periictal iEEG Data section), we examined the effect of distinct resection protocols (5 simulated resections of distinct sets of brain areas, where electrode channels were located during presurgical iEEG evaluation) on the predicted dynamical state of the iEEG time series. Prior to analysis these time series were partitioned by a sliding window (Preprocessing of the iEEG Data section), such that changes in dynamical state were assumed to occur only at transitions from one window to the next. Based on the results of a soft distributional clustering technique for Markovian dynamics (Distributional Clustering of the Multivariate iEEG Data section), these states were broadly separated into preictal and ictal states, that is, the states before and during seizures, respectively (Assessing Ictal State Transitions from a Distributional Clustering Solution for Defining Latest Observed Time Points section).
While the cluster vectors (centroids) were given by distributions characterizing the joint EEG signal values within time windows, separation of system states was based on an automated dichotomization of the set of centroids into representatives of the preictal (C pre ) and the ictal state (C ict , see Dichotomization of the Centroid Distributions into Preictal and Ictal Subsets section). Therefore, when compared to random or no resections, performance of a given resection protocol was established by its efficiency to reduce the posterior membership probability of the "ictal" centroids pðz n 2 C ict jp 1 ; . . . ;p nmax Þ, where z n denotes the hidden centroid indicator variable for time window n andp n the corresponding observed data. To simulate resections, the original time series was modified in a distinct way to reflect the resection protocol and then condensed into a sequence of empirical distributionsp n (or p n in case of the unmodified time series corresponding to the no resection protocol, see Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution section). Subsequently, the sequence was fed into a Markov chain for z n , but only up to a specific time window n max , which marked the beginning of distinct, early state transitions of the developing seizure. Such transitions corresponded either to transitions from the preictal to the ictal period (at n max 5 n ctso the computational time of seizure onset (CTSO)), or to transitions from the first to the second intraictal state (at n max 5n 1 ), that is, the first state transition within the seizure (Materials and Methods Assessing Ictal State Transitions from a Distributional Clustering Solution for Defining Latest Observed Time Points section). Performance was then evaluated based on the averaged posterior of the ictal centroids for future time windows n5n max 1o; o > 0, a quantity that we termed the dynamical outcome of some resection protocol and which is denoted by hp nmax Cict i (see Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution section). A high degree of performance for a given resection protocol is thus reflected by a low hp nmax Cict i, which is equivalent to a high, averaged posterior probability of the preictal centroids and hence to a stabilized, preictal state.
Patient and Periictal iEEG Data
In this study, we included 12 periictal, intracranial EEG (iEEG) time-series of variable length and electrode channel number that were recorded from 12 seizures from pharmacoresistant epilepsy patients with known good or bad clinical outcome after resective surgery (as defined by class I and III/IV respectively in the Engel classification system). While after surgery the class I patients were completely free from seizures and auras, there is no unambiguous separation between class III and IV in the Engel classification system, which is why both were lumped into the same class III/IV. Channels were either located on stripe, grid or depth electrodes. Very few channels (<5%) were contaminated by visually detectable artifacts-as judged by an experienced electroencephalographer (K.S.)-and those channels were excluded from analysis. Detailed information about the recoding setup, periictal time series and patients-including the patients sex, age, etiology etc.-can be obtained from our previous study [Steimer et al., 2015] , the seizure database of which entails 11 of the 12 patients considered here. More specifically, from the original 25 patients of the previous study, we excluded those whose Engel class was either not known, not equal to I or III/IV, or for whom detailed information regarding the resected channels was missing, leaving patients no. 1; 2 ; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 18; 21 in the database (Table III cf. table I in [Steimer et al., 2015] ). The 12th patient (NP) considered here was excluded from our previous study, as he did not meet our criteria regarding seizure duration -an aspect that is of subordinate importance here.
Except for no. 10 only the first seizure after hospitalization was analyzed for each patient of . This is a clear indication that the dynamical systems underlying the two types of seizure iEEG data are of different nature and thus cannot be explained by the same clustering model (i.e., a Markov chain with the same transition probabilities and centroids, see Distributional Clustering of the Multivariate iEEG Data section). Most likely the differing iEEG properties can be attributed to the withdrawal of sustained medication, which the patients suffer from during presurgical evaluation. As we had to decide for one of the two seizure types and since remnants of medication may still be potent during the early part of evaluation, we assumed the first occurring seizure to be most representative for the postsurgical state, where the patient is supplied again with medication. Moreover, possibly distorting postictal effects are excluded for the first occurring seizure, but not for the following ones. That is, a seemingly preictal period in a subsequent seizure may in fact be influenced by the postictal state of its predecessor. For Patient 10 however, we have analyzed the second seizure, as the first one was found to be corrupted by artifacts.
In contrast to our previous study, we here analyzed, for a given seizure, only its ictal and immediately preceeding 180 s preictal period and thus discarded the postictal period, as we were interested only in the generic parts and dynamics of the seizure. Ictal onset, that is, the beginning of the ictal period, was clinically determined by an experienced epileptologist (KS).
Retrospective data analysis had been approved by the ethics committee of the Canton of Bern/Switzerland. In addition, all patients gave written and informed consent that their data from long-term video-EEG recordings might be used for research or teaching purposes.
Preprocessing of the iEEG Data
Preprocessing of the recorded iEEG data was largely identical to our previous study [Steimer et al., 2015] and, for the sake of self-sufficiency, is only briefly repeated here: After forward/backward bandpass filtering the iEEG time series recorded from individual electrode channels were independently centered and scaled to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1. The amplitudes of the thus standardized signals x s were then discretized by seven equidistant bins along the y-axis, with x s 56r marking the upper and lower ends of the seventh and first bin, respectively (Fig. 9a,b , signals outside interval ½2r; r were associated with the nearest, that is, either the first or seventh bin). We used r 5 1 for all patients. Thus, for the system of channels the total number of joint states X 2 f1; . . . ; mg is m57
Ne , where N e is the number of channels that varies from patient to patient (see Table III ). Discretization of the time series was done because the clustering model we used is based on the Chow-Liu algorithm [Chow and Liu, 1968; Meila and Jordan, 2001 ] that is defined for discrete data only.
Subsequently, the discretized EEG time series were partitioned by sliding windows, each of length W51:25s with DW5 2 3 W % 0:83s overlap at a sampling rate of 512 Hz, yielding W 5 640 data points per window. The windowed data is referred to as X nw 2 f1; . . . ; mg, which denotes the w-th data point of time window n (with n N and w W). Throughout this article, we interchangeably measure time quantities (such as n and W) either as an integer index or in seconds. If some time window n is referred to in seconds, the seconds correspond to the occurrence time of the first data point contained by the window. Occurrence time in turn is measured w.r.t. to the beginning of the time series based on data point X 1;1 .
Distributional Clustering of the Multivariate iEEG Data
Our goal of clustering in multivariate time series was to find regions (clusters) in phase space, where the system under study typically resides in during different epochs of its temporal evolution. As the systems exact dynamics in phase space may be too complex to model, we here just headed for its coarse description by modeling typical regions in phase space only (note that in our case the phase space is discrete and consists of all m joint configurations of electrode channel states). It was hereby assumed that two data points, whose temporal distance is small, also reside in close proximity to each other in phase space. Thus, it was reasonable to condense all data points from the same temporal "neighborhood" (time window) into a single "data point," that was given by the m-dimensional empirical distribution of joint states assumed by the system in phase space. In the literature, this technique is termed "distributional clustering" [Pereira et al., 1993; Puzicha et al., 1999] and Figure 9c,d illustrates it for the time series case.
Having characterized the system as a sequence of empirical distributions our next goal was to cluster them into K clusters and to find a model for the temporal evolution of the cluster membership variable (Fig. 9d,e) . Thus, the cluster centroids were themselves distributions and we assumed these distributions to belong to some model class M which, for this study, was the set of Chow-Liu trees [Chow and Liu, 1968; Steimer et al., 2015] . Let
be the empirical distribution of joint states in time window n. We considered clustering of the dataset
r Evaluating Surgery Targets in Epilepsy Patients r r 2525 r that is, the clustering of a full sequence of distributional observations. Note that P obs is a compound matrix consisting of column vectors p n (in general we denote vector quantities by bold, lower case letters and matrices by bold capitals). In an analogous fashion we denote by t k the k-th centroid distribution (Chow-Liu tree) and by T z the corresponding centroid compound matrix:
where z :¼ z 1 ; . . . ; z N À Á denotes a hidden vector of cluster membership variables z n 2 1; . . . ; K f g , that are each tied to a specific time window n and which collectively are assumed to form a Markov chain (Fig. 9e) .
In the case at hand, the goal of clustering is to compute pðzjP obs Þ-i.e., the (posterior) cluster membership probability given the observed sequence of distributions-alongside the cluster centroids ft 1 ; . . . ; t K g and the parameters of the Markov chain assumed as probabilistic model for z. Using an efficient message-passing scheme on this Markov chain, it is also possible to compute from pðzjP obs Þ the marginal membership probabilities pðz n jP obs Þ (see Supporting Information S1 for details). In fact it is these marginal membership probabilities that are the key quantity behind our results in Results section.
The membership probabilities pðzjP obs Þ in turn are needed as a necessary prerequisite and are computed by our clustering algorithm. This algorithm is very similar to the learning of Hidden Markov Models by ExpectationMaximization, but is based on rate distortion theory [Cover and Thomas, 2006] and thus minimizes the following objective (see Supporting Information S1 for a short primer on rate distortion theory and a derivation of the objective)
RðbÞ5 min pðzjP obs Þ;qðzÞ2H;Tz bhd P obs ; T z ð Þ i1D kl pðzjP obs ÞjjqðzÞ ð Þ (4.6)
where hd P obs ; T z ð Þ iis the expected distortion measured by the sum d P obs ; T z ð Þ of Kullback-Leibler divergences D kl ÁjjÁ ð Þ. The set
is the set of Markov chains on z and b is an inverse temperature parameter which determines the complexityaccuracy tradeoff that is fundamental in rate distortion theory. For fixed K and b learning, the cluster centroids and Markov chain parameters consists of an alternating minimization of objective 4.6 w.r.t. t k 2 Mjk51; . . . ; K f g ; bðzÞ and pðzjP obs Þ. That is, the three quantities are individually 
; . . . ; p n ðmÞÞ T on the ðm21Þ-simplex (blue, solid arrows). Drawn here for illustration is the case m 5 2. These probability vectors can be clustered by a set of cluster centroid vectors, which also correspond to probability distributions (red, dashed arrows). (e) The cluster membership variable z n 2 f1; . . . ; Kg is assumed to evolve according to a Markov chain. Thus, the goal of clustering is to compute the cluster centroids, Markov chain parameters and the posterior membership probabilities pðz n jp 1 ; . . . ; p N Þ. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] updated in a cyclic manner, while the remaining two quantities are kept unchanged during each such update. This strategy is also known as coordinate descent and is repeated until objective 4.6 has stopped improving (see Supporting Information S1 for how these updates are actually performed). Note however that coordinate descent is prone to converge to local minima of the objective function, which is why we selected the solution corresponding to the minimum objective across six runs of the optimization procedure with random initializations of the cluster centroids and Markov chain parameters. For all patients, we have chosen the uniform values 6 and 0.35 for the (meta)-parameters K and b, respectively.
Dichotomization of the Centroid Distributions into Preictal and Ictal Subsets
As the iEEG time series consisted of a preictal and an ictal period, our clustering algorithm was expected to produce a dichotomy of distributional centroid vectors, that is, a subset of centroids that belonged to the preictal period, together with its complementary set belonging to the ictal period. To reveal surgical resection protocols that rendered patients seizure free, the strategy pursued in this study was to select the protocol which led to the smallest membership probability of the ictal set of centroids (or equivalently the largest probability of the preictal set). Thus, we were in need of an objective method for labeling centroids as either preictal or ictal, which is described in this section.
Let C ict f1; . . . ; Kg be some set of indices of putative, ictal centroid vectors after the clustering procedure of Distributional Clustering of the Multivariate iEEG Data section has been conducted and let n ict be the index of the time window that covers the clinically determined seizure onset at t5180s (Patient and Periictal iEEG Data section). The complementary subset of C ict is defined as the set of putative, preictal centroid vectors and is denoted by C pre :¼ f1; . . . ; Kg n C ict . In an ideal scenario-i.e., when C ict corresponds indeed to the ictal centroid subset and is thus active only during the ictal periodthe summed membership probability
describes a Heaviside step function, such that p n Cict 50 for n < n ict and p n Cict 51 for n ! n ict . Hence, for each possible subset C ict we characterized the distance between p n Cict and its ideal profile, the step function, and selected the subset yielding minimal distance. Distances were measured by the L 1 -norm, that is, by the expression This procedure resulted in ictal subsets C ict that were in perfect agreement with our own, subjective subset selection, which was based on a visual analysis of the membership profiles pðz n jP obs Þ (see Fig. 10 , top panel).
Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution
After having computed the centroid distributions and Markov chain parameters on a given sequence of observed empirical distributions, the results may be used to predict cluster membership probabilities under various different conditions. By making use of an efficient message-passing scheme (sum-product belief propagation, see Supporting Information S1), it is possible for example to predict future cluster memberships, that is, to compute pðz N1o jP obs Þ for some o ! 1. We call this type of predictive modeling temporal predictive modeling. Likewise, one may manipulate the observations X nw within the available time windows n N to becomeX nw , recompute the empirical distributions p n top n accordingly and finally update the resulting pðz n jP obs Þ. We call this strategy spatial predictive modeling, as in this case predictions are indeed made for new observations, but only within the available time frame defined by the training data. In both cases, temporal and spatial predictive modeling, objective 4.6 is recomputed only w.r.t. pðz n jP obs Þ, the other quantities keep the values they have obtained during the training procedure.
We used spatial predictive modeling to assess the effectiveness of simulated resection protocols for preventing a developing seizure. Distinct combinations of EEG electrode channels were tested in this regard, by setting their discretized signals to a constant value. More concretely, the state of variable X nw 2 f1; . . . ; m57 Ne g-which emerges as the cartesian product of the discretized signals from N e channels, each with state space f1; . . . ; 7g-is recomputed tõ X nw , after having set the states of the channels in the tested combination to value 4 constantly. 1 The remaining channels kept their original values. From the thus recomputed values X nw , we updated the empirical distributions top n and consequently the input messages of the Markov chain qðzÞ (see Supporting Information S1). This finally allowed us to recompute the cluster membership probabilities pðz n jP obs Þ. Such spatial aspect of predictive modeling was complemented by a temporal aspect, as we did not utilize the 1 To mimic surgical resections, we have chosen a constant channel value, because the EEG state of inanimate objects (e.g., a stone) is arguably constant and is thus also a plausible state for a (virtual) electrode channel placed after surgery above scarred or otherwise unresponsive brain tissue. Value 4 in turn represents best value x s 5 0 of the standardized, continuous iEEG signals and consequently also the mean of the uncentered, unscaled iEEG. Note also that setting resected channels to the constant value of zero is equivalent to the removal of nodes in the functional network based approaches used in other virtual resection studies (Hutchings et al., 2015) .
r Evaluating Surgery Targets in Epilepsy Patients r r 2527 r whole sequence of modified observations, but rather only those up and until some time point n max < N. Membership probabilities for later time points n max 1o were then computed analogously to temporal predictive modeling.
Assuming a sensibly defined n max for the moment, in case of class I patients we expect the set of truly resected channels to render the pðz nmax1o 2 C ict jp 1 ; . . . ;p nmax Þ; o ! 0 significantly smaller compared to a random or no resection set. For class III/IV patients in contrast we expect a reduced or no such effect. Hence, we will call the pðz nmax1o 2 C ict jp 1 ; . . . ;p nmax Þ or their average across some interval of o the dynamical outcome induced by some specific resection protocol. For all patients, we simulated the dynamical outcome given the (virtual) resection of those channels that got actually resected during surgery, alongside a MonteCarlo simulation consisting of 3,000 trials, where during each trial the dynamical outcome induced by a random resection was assessed. The size of these random sets of channels was constrained to the number of actually resected channels, which were prevented from becoming members of the random sets. Apart from these size and membership constraints resection was completely random. However, we have also tried an alternative resection strategy, where correlated channels located on the same stripe, grid, or depth electrode were preferably selected. Our results were only weakly affected by this strategy and are presented in Supporting Information section S2. Preventing the truly resected channels from becoming members of the random sets was necessary in both strategies however, as only then a clean validation of our model w.r.t. its ability to separate class I from IV patients was guaranteed.
Whenever the number of truly resected channels was small enough, that is for patients no. 5 and NP, we simulated the full set of possible resection protocols, which amounted to 1,711 and 7,140 trials for channel sets of size 2 and 3, respectively (see Table III As providing meaningful values to n max is crucial in this context, we will describe in the next section how such latest observation time points can be defined.
Assessing Ictal State Transitions from a Distributional Clustering Solution for Defining Latest Observed Time Points
As some sensible clustering procedure is very unlikely to associate a fully developed, ictal iEEG state-where most of the channels display strong bursts of activity-with one the preictal centroid vectors in C pre , even if some of the channels were set to constant values, assessing the effectiveness of simulated resection protocols is difficult if the full sequence of N (modified) observations that entail the whole ictal period is used for computing the posterior membership profiles pðz n jP obs Þ. Thus, we fed observations only up to specific, latest observed time points n max < N of the early ictal period into the Markov chain and used sum-product belief propagation for figuring out future membership profiles (Supporting Information S1). The question remains then, how to define suitable n max for computing the corresponding posterior profiles pðz nmax1o jp 1 ; . . . ;p nmax Þ. . . . ; p N Þ during the preictal and ictal periods (for K 5 6 centroids). x-axis gives the time window n in seconds, y-axis the centroid index. The procedure described in the main text produces an ictal centroid subset C ict 5f2; 3; 4; 5g, whose posterior membership probability p n Cict 5 P k2Cict pðz n 5kjP obs Þ increases sharply at n ctso 5182s, that is, 2 s after the clinical seizure onset at n ict 5180s (bottom panel, the large value of p n Cict at n % 0 is due to the prior probability of the Markov chain for z 0 ). Within the ictal period individual centroids k 2 C ict each become activated with increased membership probability during four distinct states with transition times at n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 . Likewise C ict , the transition times n ctso ; n 1 ; n 2 ; and n 3 are also detected in an automated manner by procedures described in the main text. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
In fact, for all patients we found a highly orchestrated sequence of state transitions during the ictal period that resembled the sequence of song motifs in a musical box. Figure 10 gives a representative example thereof. It turned out that, depending on the patient, different early state transition times were effective in suppressing future ictal membership probabilities p nmax1o Cict . Hence, a procedure for determining these transition times was necessary and is described in the following.
The first relevant state transition is when seizure onset becomes visible in the posterior profile. To specify the time of this transition, we computed the pðz n jP obs Þ based on the original, unmodified observed data X nw . For all patients, we thus found a consistent quasi-step increase in the summed membership probability p n Cict of the ictal centroid subset, some time after n ict 5180s into the time series (Fig. 10 bottom panel , Dichotomization of the Centroid Distributions into Preictal and Ictal Subsets section), which is the time ictal activity was first observed by a trained clinician (see Patient and Periictal iEEG Data section). In some cases, the step was preceded by a short "probability pulse" of p n C ict during the clinical preictal period. This finding means that after clinical seizure onset different sets of centroid distributions become responsible for the observed data, which is suggestive of a radical and (on a short time scale) irreversible change in system dynamics. Hence, we assumed a set of seizure onset models, each consisting of a Heaviside step function for p n Cict , with the step occurring at some transition time n ctso . Candidates for n ctso were given by all times when p n Cict crossed a threshold of 0.995 from below and thus defined members of the model set. The CTSO was then defined as the threshold crossing time corresponding to the candidate model that yielded the smallest L 1 -norm distance to the actual, binarized p n Cict profile (that is, the profile obtained by setting p n Cict values larger than 0.995 to 1 and smaller ones to 0). Note that the thus defined n ctso must not necessarily be equal to n ict .
n ctso corresponds to the 0th state transition that starts the ictal period, whereas later transition times within that period are denoted by n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . and were computed as follows; first, the posterior profiles pðz n jP obs Þ were binarized separately for each ictal signal (i.e., each value of z n 2 C ict ), by setting values larger than 0.01 to 1 and smaller values to 0. Then, the downward edges-that is jumps from 1 to 0-were determined and grouped together across signals, such that the jumping times within each group differed by no more than five time steps (windows) and were all larger than n ctso . Each group then defined a separate ictal state, whose time n i of transition to the following state was given by the maximum jumping time across the groups members. Again we found excellent correspondence between the thus computed transition times and our subjective impression (Fig. 10, top panel) .
As different resection protocols were maximally effective in suppressing the ictal state at different times n max , we ran-for each protocol-simulations for all n max taken from the set n max 2 fn1i j n5n ctso ; n 1 ; i50; 1; . . . ; 4g and pooled in Figure 6 only the result for the n max with best dynamical outcome performance (see Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution section). This way each resection protocol was given its best chance to "prove itself" as a useful protocol for ictal state suppression. We only considered state transitions n ctso and n 1 as effective in this regard, as for later transitions the ictal waveforms of the unresected channels prevented classification of the resection protocol as seizure suppressing. For the illustrative examples in Figures 1 and 3 , we only displayed the case n max 5 n ctso , whereas their respective Monte-Carlo results of Figure 2 are based on the best performing n max 2 fn ctso 1i j i50; 1; . . . ; 4g. Figures 4 and 5 display separately the best performing n max from the sets fn ctso 1i j i50; 1; . . . ; 4g and fn 1 1i j i50; 1; . . . ; 4g.
Statistical Hypothesis Test for Assessing the Chance Level of Actual Resection Protocols
To assess the difference in posterior membership probability induced by the sets of truly and randomly resected channels, we applied a statistical hypothesis test. Our null hypotheses H 0;1 ; H 0;2 are that the set of truly resected channels does not lead to a dynamical outcome hp nmax Cict i that is small enough at the two earliest ictal state transitions, such that it cannot be reached by random resections from the complementary set of channels.
To obtain mathematically precise formulations of H 0;1 and H 0;2 let hp We tested H 0;1 and by determining the rank of hp nmax t;Cict i w.r.t. the hp nmax r;Cict i obtained from large numbers of random resection trials (see Predictive Modeling Based on a Distributional Clustering Solution section). A corresponding p-value was computed by dividing this rank through 3,000. Thus, a significant difference between truly and randomly resected channels was given if the p-value was below the (Bonferroni corrected) significance level of 1 2 Á 5%52:5% for at least one of the two latest observed time points n ctso and n 1 .
Permutation Tests for the Patient Data of Table III
For the permutation tests of Table III , the following procedure was conducted: for a given permutation of group labelings (class I or III/IV) of the patient cohorte, we computed the maximum, absolute difference between the cumulative distributions of the (permuted) groups I and III/IV. This quantity then served as a test statistic, the distribution of which was given by the empirical distribution across all permutations. p-values were then determined in r Evaluating Surgery Targets in Epilepsy Patients r r 2529 r the usual way, that is, by the fraction of permutations yielding a test statistic larger or equal than the one induced by the true labeling.
